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(a) Lei Y and Z be subspaces of a normed linear space X' and suppose

ihat y is closed and is a proper subset of Z Prove that for every

. real number d in the interval (0,1) there is a z € Z such that

Jl zll=1 and ll ,-sll>d for all YeY

[40 marks]

(b) Prove that, if a normed linear space X has the property that the

' closed unit ball B: { c €X I ll o lls 1} is compact then X is

finite dimensional. [30 rnarks]

Let X and y be normed linear spaces. An operator

? : X -+ y is called compact linear operator if ? is linear and if
for every bounded subset M of X, the image ?(M) is relatively

compacl, that is T(M) is compact.

i. Prove that, every compact linear operator T I X ) y is

bounded. [15 marksl

ii. Is it true that every bounded linear operator ? : X + y is

tcompact? Justify your answer. [15 marks]



2. (a) The linear space B(X,I) of all bounded linear operato$ Irom a

Itortnecl iinear space X into a normccl lincar space )/ is itself a

nornred linear space with norm defined l:v

I I ll= sun ll rr ll

T€X
ll ' l=i

Prove that, if y is a Banach space ihen B(X, )') is a Banac!

140 markslspace.

(b) Defile the term "dual space X*of a normed

Prove rvith tlie usual notations that, ihe dual space of 11 is l-'

[50marks]

3. (a) Statc the Bairc "category" theorcm and usc it to provc the

Uniform boundedness theorem. 150 marks]

linear space

110 marksl

a subset of X. Prove

is boulded for evety

150 marksl

(b) Let X be a normed linear space and,E be

i.hal, E is bourrdpd in Y iland only il /(E)

I e X..

4. Prove or disprove the following:

(a) The sequence space l- rvith the usual norm is separable

140

(b) In a normed linear space weak convergence implies strong

vergence.

(c) Let X and I be normed linear spaces and

of bounded linear operators in B[X, Y]

I30 marksl

let (?}) be a sequ



II?:X +Yissuchtirat

ll T,r' Tt: llv- +0 for all o€X as n

ll ?, - 7 llBtx,vt --+ o as n ---+ co'

[30 marks]

5. (a) Define a closed linear operator from a Bormed lincar ljlraco -X into

a normpJ lineor 'pocc 
Y.

(b) State the Open Mapping Theorem and usr:d it

Closed GraPh Theorcm

(c) Givc an cxample of a closetl lincar operator which is not bourtdccl

Justify your ansvcr. [35 marks]

6. (a) Let ,il[ bc a closcd subspace o[ a ]lilbert spacc H ?rud krt r € 'r1'

Shorv that ihere exists a unique co € .4r1 such that

ll r :co lJ: inf ll r-ml and t -c6 r-tl1

I50 marksl

(b) State ihe Hahn-Banach theorem for a normcd linear spacc X

[10 l1tarks]

i. Let X be a normed lincar spdce and l'o f 0 be any elcment

of X. Provc that there exists a bounded linear functional d

on X .rrcl tlrar

ll d ll= 1 ana d("0) -ll ao ll '

[20 marks]

ii. If J(c) = l(y) for every bounded linear functionai I on a

norrned linoar space X, show that a = y [20 marks]

lLcn

[15 marks]

to prove the

LUU rnarksl


